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Abstract: This white paper addresses some situations where common use of the Guardian default and 
name-substitution mechanisms cannot be directly mapped to ANSI names. 

1. A High-Level Description of SQL/MX Database Distribution 

An SQL/MX database can be distributed over multiple nodes in an Expand network. However, unlike HP 
NonStop SQL/MP tables and Guardian files, which are automatically accessible from all nodes in the 
network, SQL/MX database objects are accessible only from those nodes where their catalog has been 
explicitly registered.  

When a SQL/MX catalog is created using the CREATE CATALOG command, it is known only to the 
local Expand node. For other Expand nodes to access the catalog and the schemas and database objects in 
it, the user must explicitly register the catalog on those Expand nodes that need access by using the 
REGISTER CATALOG command. The catalog will then be visible on those nodes.  

1.1. Visibility Rules 

In a distributed environment, certain rules guide the use of ANSI names. Note that these rules are not 
security mechanisms. ANSI authorization applies in both single-node environments and in distributed 
environments, and users need remote passwords to access database objects on remote nodes. 

•  A catalog, and the schemas and database objects in it, can be accessed from all nodes where the 
catalog is visible.  

•  A catalog, and its schemas and database objects, cannot be accessed from nodes where the catalog 
is not visible. 

•  A database object can be distributed to all nodes where its catalog is visible.  

•  A database object cannot be distributed to nodes where its catalog is not visible. 

•  The ANSI name uniquely identifies a database object on all nodes where the object is visible, 
regardless of the actual location and distribution of the object. As a result, database distribution is 
transparent to the user, except for commands that actually manage the distribution (such as 
partition-management commands). 
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1.2. Visibility Example 

Suppose that an Expand network has two nodes, \EAST and \WEST. On \EAST, this series of commands is 
executed: 

1. CREATE CATALOG CATX; 

2. CREATE SCHEMA CATX.SALES; 
CREATE SCHEMA CATX.PERSNL; 
... 

3. CREATE TABLE CATX.SALES.ORDERS (....); 
CREATE TABLE CATX.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE (...) 
  LOCATION \EAST.$DB0045; 
... 
 
All schemas and database objects in catalog CATX are visible from the \EAST node. None are 
visible from the \WEST node. Also, you cannot distribute the database objects in catalog CATX 
from \EAST to \WEST. 
 

4. REGISTER CATALOG CATX ON \WEST.$DATA071; 
 
All schemas and database objects in catalog CATX are now visible from both \EAST and \WEST. 
Queries like this one 
 
 select count(*) from catx.persnl.employee; 
 
access the same database objects regardless if they are executed from \EAST or \WEST. You can 
now also distribute database objects in catalog CATX to \WEST. For example: 
 
 set schema catx.persnl; 
 create index empname  
   on employee (last_name, first_name) 
   location \west.$data21; 

Suppose that a third node, \NORTH, is added to the Expand network. None of the database objects in 
catalog CATX will be accessible from \NORTH until CATX is registered on that node: 

5. REGISTER CATALOG CATX ON \NORTH.$DB0001; 

                                                        

1 The volume part of the target location is not used in SQL/MX Release 2.0. However, it must be specified 
and must be an existing, audited volume on the target node. 
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1.3. Nonobvious Aspects of Visibility 

A database object is globally visible on all nodes where its catalog has been registered. However, catalog 
registration is not automatic, and no global monitoring of catalog names occurs on individual Expand 
nodes. 

1.3.1. Identically Named Catalogs 

Because a catalog is initially created only on the local Expand node, it is possible (but not generally 
recommended) to create identically named catalogs on individual Expand nodes. Continuing the example 
from Section 1.2:  

On \EAST, this command is entered: 
 CREATE CATALOG CATY; 

On \NORTH, this command is entered: 
 CREATE CATALOG CATY; 

Now, a catalog named CATY exists on both \EAST and \NORTH. However, they are not the same 
catalog. CATY on \NORTH is not - and cannot be made - visible on \EAST, and vice versa. On 
\NORTH, the command  
 
 REGISTER CATALOG CATY ON \EAST.$EASTDB; 
 
would be rejected with an error saying that another catalog named CATY already exists on 
\EAST, and vice versa. 

Typically, this is not a desirable situation. A catalog that is intended for global use should be created once, 
and then registered on each of the Expand nodes where it should be visible. 

1.3.2. Visibility of Related Catalogs 

Database objects can be interdependent through mechanisms such as views, triggers, and referential 
integrity constraints. Such interdependencies can cross schema and catalog boundaries; catalogs with 
interdependent database objects are said to be related. 

Related catalogs are required to have identical visibility. That is, they must be visible on the exact same set 
of nodes. This is easiest to illustrate with an example of what could happen if identical visibility were not 
required. 

Continuing the example from Section 1.2: 

Catalog CATX is visible on all three nodes. On \NORTH, these commands are executed: 

 CREATE CATALOG CATZ; 
 CREATE SCHEMA CATZ.Z_SCHEMA; 
 CREATE TABLE CATZ.Z_SCHEMA.T1 (....); 
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Suppose that the user wants to create the following view on \NORTH: 

 CREATE VIEW CATX.PERSNL.Z_VIEW AS 
  select ...  
    from catx.persnl.employee, 
              catz.z_schema.t1 
   where ...; 

The view CATX.PERSNL.Z_VIEW would be visible from \NORTH, \EAST, and \WEST, as is 
the underlying table CATX.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE. However, the other underlying table, 
CATZ.Z_SCHEMA.T1, is visible only from \NORTH. Therefore, if the view could be created, 
this query 
 
 select * from catx.persnl.z_view; 
 
would compile and execute fine from \NORTH, but would receive an error from \EAST or 
\WEST, even though the involved database object, catx.persnl.z_view, is visible from 
\EAST and \WEST. Therefore, SQL/MX will reject the CREATE VIEW command with an error. 

To avoid anomalies like this one, SQL/MX requires that related catalogs have identical visibility. 

2. Problem Scenario: Application-Managed Replication 

Many application databases have “read-only” tables. (Note: Subsequent sections of this document use the 
term read-only to denote tables that are less likely to change than other tables in the same database.) When 
such an application is employed in a distributed environment, it is often beneficial to replicate these read-
only tables manually to all involved Expand nodes, and then configure the application copy on each node to 
access the local copy of the replicated read-only tables. 

For example, suppose that a JOB table contains job codes and job descriptions, neither of which are likely 
to change. You would want to treat such a table as a read-only and replicate it manually to the involved 
nodes in a distributed environment. 

Subsequent sections of this white paper use this JOB table example in combination with the \WEST, 
\EAST, and \NORTH Expand network. 

2.1. SQL/MP and Application-Managed Replication 

SQL/MP tables have location-specifying Guardian names, which are always globally visible within an 
Expand network. As a result, you need not explicitly register or otherwise configure parts of the SQL/MP 
database for remote nodes to access it. And there are no requirements on related SQL/MP catalogs. 

With SQL/MP databases, application-managed replication is easy to design and implement. The application 
can use partially qualified table names and set appropriate Guardian defaults, or it can use Guardian 
DEFINEs for table references (recommended). Either way, the local application can access the local read-
only tables with no code changes or recompilations, assuming similarity check is enabled. 
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For example, replicas of the JOB table can exist on each of the involved nodes with individual Guardian 
file names like \WEST.$DATA01.PERSNL.JOB, \EAST.$DB0007.PERSNL.JOB and 
\NORTH.$PROD57.PERSNL.JOB. A Guardian DEFINE named =JOB can be used to access the table. 
Setting the DEFINE to point to the local JOB table replica ensures that the application accesses that replica. 

Infrequent loads or updates of manually replicated, read-only SQL/MP tables are also fairly easy to set up 
because of the global visibility of Guardian names. The application can load each replica in turn by using 
sufficiently qualified Guardian names (or DEFINEs). 

2.2. SQL/MX and Application-Managed Replication 

With SQL/MX, application-managed replication is more complicated because of visibility rules and 
because the ANSI name used to reference the object is independent of the object location. Partially 
qualified names in themselves cannot specify an individual copy of a table, and Guardian DEFINEs do not 
support ANSI names. For example: 

Catalog PRODCAT is registered on \EAST, \WEST, and \NORTH. All tables, including the JOB 
table, are in schema PERSNL. 

However, the ANSI name PRODCAT.PERSNL.JOB is not related to the location of the table, and 
only one table can have that name. An application running on \WEST, \EAST, or \NORTH 
accesses that single table, whether it uses the fully qualified ANSI name, or a partially qualified 
name, with default catalog and schema specifications. 

As you can see, straightforward ANSI naming does not easily support manual replication of SQL/MX 
tables. In a future release, SQL/MX might introduce logical ANSI Name DEFINEs with functionality 
similar to Guardian DEFINES: run-time specification of target tables, external to the application. 

What follows are alternative database naming or design strategies that allow individual nodes to hold local 
copies of read-only SQL/MX tables and allow applications on these nodes to access the local copy of such 
tables. None of these alternatives require source code changes to copy an executable from one node to be 
run on another. 

2.2.1. Alternative 1: Application-Managed Node-Specific Names 

Alternative 1 exploits the use of the PROTOTYPE feature of SQL/MX. For a description of the 
PROTOTYPE feature, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL or Support Note S04098, 
“USING SQL/MX NAMES WITH NO GUARDIAN DEFINE SUPPORT.” 

For each involved Expand node, create one read-only table with an ANSI name that associates it with the 
node. You can use any part of the ANSI name. 

The application can use prototyped queries to access these read-only tables and construct the actual table 
name at run time based on the local node name. Alternatively, table names can be provided as input 
parameters to application programs in Pathway configurations or through application configuration files.  

Using the previous example: 
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In addition to the “master” JOB table, replicated copies of the job table named JOB_WEST, 
JOB_EAST, and JOB_NORTH, are located on each corresponding node. Application programs 
use queries of the form 
 
 SELECT <column list> FROM :job_table PROTOTYPE 
          ‘PRODCAT.PERSNL.JOB’ 

At run time, application programs must construct the fully qualified table name in a host variable 
(:job_table in this example) based on the node on which they are running. For example, on 
\EAST, the application program constructs the name PRODCAT.PERSNL.JOB_EAST in the 
job_table host variable. On \NORTH, it constructs the name PRODCAT.PERSNL.JOB_NORTH. 

Pros: 

•  All copies of the table can be visible on all the involved nodes and can, therefore, be updated 
from a single, central location as needed. 

•  Application modules can be moved between nodes without recompiling the plans. Late name 
resolution ensures that they access the correct copy. 

•  If the local copy is unavailable, the application can be instrumented to attempt to access one of the 
remote copies. 

Cons: 

•  The application must manage some table names programmatically. This design decision might 
prevent other forms of table naming later.2 Also, the PROTOTYPE feature is not standard ANSI. 

•  The prototype name (PRODCAT.PERSNL.JOB in the example) must be available at SQL 
compile time. 

•  Late name resolution adds processing overhead the first time a query is executed during the life of 
a process. 

2.2.2. Alternative 2: Node-Specific Default Schema Names 

Alternative 2 creates a read-only schema on each involved Expand node and places the local copies of read-
only tables in corresponding schemas.  

To refer to the read-only tables, the application must use partially qualified names. To refer to other tables, 
the application must at least use schema-qualified names. The modules must be SQL compiled on each 
node, using the compile-time specification of the default catalog and schema. 

                                                        

2 One such form would be the possible future ANSI Name DEFINEs, a mechanism that would allow the 
actual ANSI name to be specified at run time. 
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Using the previous example: 

Alternative 2 introduces three additional schemas, PERSNL_WEST, PERSNL_EAST, and 
PERSNL_NORTH, each containing a copy of the JOB table. Application programs use the name 
JOB to refer to the JOB table and use the names PERSNL.<table> to refer to other tables. 

On all nodes, the -d catalog=PRODCAT option is used at SQL compile time. Additionally, these 
options are used on individual nodes: 

•  On \WEST, use -d schema=PERSNL_WEST. 

•  On \EAST, use -d schema=PERSNL_EAST. 

•  On \NORTH, use -d schema=PERSNL_NORTH. 

As a result, the unqualified reference to JOB will resolve to PRODCAT.PERSNL_WEST.JOB on 
\WEST and to PRODCAT.PERSNL_NORTH.JOB on \NORTH.  

Pros: 

•  Applications need not manage table names programmatically. 

•  All copies of the table can be visible on all the nodes involved and can, therefore, be updated 
from a single central location as needed. 

Cons: 

•  There can be only one default schema for a session or module compilation. Applications that, for 
security reasons, require multiple schemas owned by different user IDs cannot easily use this 
strategy. 

•  Application modules need SQL compilation on all nodes. 

•  The applications must be developed using a mix of fully qualified and partially qualified ANSI 
names. This design decision might prevent other forms of table naming later, such as the possible 
future ANSI Name DEFINEs. 

2.2.3. Alternative 3: Individual Catalogs 

Alternative 3 places all read-only tables in a separately named catalog. On each of the involved nodes, you 
create a catalog with that name and with the required schemas and database objects in it. These catalogs are 
identically named individual catalogs (see Section 1.3.1) and are, therefore, not globally visible. The 
remaining objects in the database reside in a single or in multiple distributed catalogs. 

The application then references the read-only tables by their fully qualified ANSI names, including the 
separate catalog name. 

Using the previous example: 
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Alternative 3 introduces an additional catalog, PRODCAT_READONLY. An individual instance 
of this catalog exists on each of the three nodes. In each such instance, there is a schema PERSNL 
and a table PERSNL.JOB. 

In queries that read from the JOB table, application programs simply specify 
PRODCAT_READONLY.PERSNL.JOB. 

Pros: 

•  Applications need not manage table names programmatically. 

•  Application modules can be moved between nodes without SQL compilation. Run-time visibility 
checks and late name resolution ensure that they access the correct copy of the table. 

•  Each node has metadata for the read-only tables, which improves SQL compile time on individual 
nodes. 

Cons: 

•  Table copies are visible only on the node where they reside. Loading or updating read-only tables 
must occur on each involved node, rather than from some central location.  

•  The first time a query is executed during the life of a process, run-time visibility checks and late 
name resolution add processing overhead. This outcome can be partially avoided if modules are 
SQL compiled on each node. 

•  Because of the identical visibility rule (see Section 1.3.2), read-only tables cannot be used by 
views, triggers, or referential integrity constraints that also reference globally visible tables. 

2.2.4. Alternative 4: Replication Through Partitioning 

Alternative 4 modifies the design of each read-only table to include a node name column, which is the 
leftmost part of the partitioning key. Read-only tables are then partitioned on the node name column, with 
one partition on each involved node and with the “first key” being the corresponding node name. Each 
partition contains a copy of the business data. 

Application programs must obtain the name of the local node and specify that name, in addition to other 
look-up criteria, when selecting from a read-only table. 

Using the previous example: 

The JOB table includes a NODE_NAME column as the leftmost part of the primary key. 

On all SELECTs from the JOB table, application programs specify: 
 
 ... AND JOB.NODE_NAME = :local_node ... 
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Pros: 

•  Applications need not manage table names programmatically. 

•  Application modules can be moved between nodes without SQL compilation. 

Cons: 

•  Ad-hoc queries must filter out replicated rows within the single table. 

•  Loading or updating read-only tables is complicated because each table now contains multiple 
copies of the business data.  

•  Logical database design needs to consider replication issues. 

•  Application programs need to be replication aware. This design decision might prevent other 
forms of table design later, including the use of the possible future ANSI Name DEFINEs. 

2.2.5. Comparing the Alternatives 

Source Code Changes 
Converting an SQL/MP application to SQL/MX requires source code changes, even in a nondistributed 
environment, because SQL/MP and SQL/MX table names are different. Unfortunately, converting a 
nondistributed SQL/MX application and database to a distributed SQL/MX application and database with 
replicated tables also requires some amount of source code changes because table names change, or 
because the application is required to somehow be replication-knowledgeable, or both.   

Source Code Changes Apart From Table Names in Queries 
The following alternatives require source code changes because they require the application to perform 
query-related administrative tasks using the name of the local node: 

•  Alternative 1: Application-Managed Node-Specific Names 

•  Alternative 4: Replication Through Partitioning 

Logical Database Design Changes 
Because it adds a partitioning column to the table layout of read-only tables, only Alternative 4, Replication 
Through Partitioning, requires logical database design changes. 

Module Compilation Required on Each Node 
Alternative 2, Node Specific Default Schema Names, requires module compilation on each node because it 
uses query defaults that are resolved at query compilation time. Alternative 3, Individual Catalogs, would 
benefit from module compilation on each node, however, because such a strategy avoids late name 
resolution of read-only table names. 

Copies of Read-Only Tables Not Globally Visible 
Alternative 3, Individual Catalogs, does not support globally visible, local copies of tables. The loading or 
updating of such copies must happen on the node where the copy resides, rather than on a central node. 
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Table Naming Changes 
These alternatives require changes in table naming: 

•  Alternative 1: Application-Managed Node-Specific Names 

•  Alternative 2: Node-Specific Default Schema Names 

•  Alternative 3: Individual Catalogs 

Compared to a nondistributed environment, Alternative 1 does not require any additional catalogs or 
schemas. The other two alternatives do require additional catalogs or schemas. 

Late Name Resolution Overhead 
The overhead associated with late name resolution is an issue for these alternatives: 

•  Alternative 1: Application-Managed Node-Specific Names 

•  Alternative 3: Individual Catalogs 

However, for Alternative 3, this issue can be avoided if modules are SQL compiled on each node. 
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Here’s another way to compare alternatives: 

 

Alternative 1: 
Application-Managed 
Node-Specific Names 

Alternative 2: 
Node-Specific 
Default Schema 
Names 

Alternative 3: 
Individual 
Catalogs 

Alternative 4: 
Replication Through 
Partitioning 

Apart from table 
names in queries, 
can source code 
changes be avoided? 

No Yes Yes No 

Can database design 
changes be avoided? 

Yes Yes Yes No 

Can module 
compilation on each 
node be avoided? 
 

Yes No Yes (*) Yes 

Are individual 
copies globally 
visible? 
 

Yes Yes No Yes 

Can DB name 
changes be avoided? 

No No No Yes 

Can late name 
resolution overhead  
be avoided? 

No Yes Yes (*) Yes 

(*) One of these will be “Yes,” the other one will be “No.” 

2.2.6. Summary 

Unfortunately, there is no one-size-fits-all recommendation, because the pros and cons are different for the 
individual alternatives, as can be seen in the previous table.  

Alternative 4 differs from the other three alternatives in two significant ways:  

a) Alternative 4 introduces artificial database design changes. 
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b) A partitioned read-only table with replicated rows would be complicated to use from SQL/MX 
conversational interface (MXCI) and other ad-hoc queries. This issue could be overcome by using a 
suitable view. 

However, Alternative 4 is the only alternative that offers a single, globally visible ANSI name for a 
replicated table. 

The other three alternatives differ in how they preserve the original catalog and schema structure: 

•  Alternative 1, Application-Managed Node-Specific Names, preserves the original catalog and 
schema names and implements replicated” tables by having different table names within the same 
catalog and schema. This alternative is generally useful. However, it requires more application 
changes than Alternatives 2 and 3. For a description of the use of prototype names, see Support 
Note S04098, “USING SQL/MX NAMES WITH NO GUARDIAN DEFINE SUPPORT.” 

•  Alternative 2, Node-Specific Default Schema Names, preserves the original catalog names and 
table names. Replicated tables are implemented by having different schemas within the catalog. 
Alternative 2 uses a default catalog and schema name, and there can be only one such set of 
defaults. Therefore, this alternative is not useful if read-only tables must reside in more than one 
schema. 

•  Alternative 3, Individual Catalogs, introduces separate catalogs for read-only tables. Replication 
is implemented by having identically named individual catalogs on the involved nodes. This 
alternative is not useful if read-only tables must be related to tables in the globally visible 
application catalog or if application programs must perform updates to all copies.  


